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SideTool Straw Crimper – The Ultimate in Efficiency!

SideTool Straw Crimper for the Tractor or Skid Steer

The SideTool SCX Straw Crimper’s discs can pivot
left and right and up and down independently,
leaving a well-secured, even mulch installation

Also available with Quick-Attach
adapter for your skid steer!
When an SCX crimper disc hits
an object, it floats over or
pivots around it, while the
other discs remain firmly
engaged with the soil. The
disc pivoting action also allows
for smoother, tighter turns for
faster installation.

All SideTool products and concepts are patented/pending. Engineered and manufactured in the USA.
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SideTool Straw Crimper – The Ultimate in Efficiency!
SideTool was awarded 2012 Equipment Today's Top 50
Products of the Year!

SideTool is recognized as the industry leader in attachment innovation. Providing a fresh new
look at contractor solutions that increase efficiency and safety. The SideTool Advantage
continues to provide product solutions that give today's contractor a competitive edge.

More on the SideTool Straw Crimper
SideTool’s ALL NEW SCX Straw Crimper lets you say good-bye to poorly secured, uneven
straw mulch installation due to rocks, roots, stumps and even sidewalks. Why? Because
each SCX mulch crimper disc can pivot left and right and up and down independently from
each other which is a big advantage over other straw crimpers. No other mulch crimper
offers this time saving, quality installation feature.
When a conventional, single-shaft crimper hits a rock, the whole machine lifts up and can
totally disengage the soil. Not so with the SCX straw crimper. When an SCX crimper disc
hits an object, it floats over or pivots around it, while the other discs remain firmly
engaged with the soil. The disc pivoting action also allows for smoother, tighter turns for
faster installation.
These features along with the SCX’s sturdy construction and ease of operation let you
confidently and uniformly crimp straw- that will stay crimped- to keep soil in place and
undisturbed... even in high winds or heavy rainfall!

SideTool SCX Straw Crimper Specifications
Crimper Width
6' (183 cm)
6' (183 cm)
8' (244 cm)
8' (244 cm)
10' (305 cm)
10' (305 cm)

"A" Disc Spacing
6" (15.2 cm)
8" (20.3 cm)
6" (15.2 cm)
8" (20.3 cm)
6" (15.2 cm)
8" (20.3 cm)

"B" Overall Width "C" Shipping Width
Empty Weight
76.5" (195 cm)
76.5" (195 cm)
1,580 lbs (717kg)
76.5" (195 cm)
76.5" (195 cm)
1,365 lbs (620 kg)
103.5" (263 cm)
88" (224 cm)
1,950 lbs (885 kg)
103.5" (263 cm)
88" (224 cm)
1,664 lbs (755 kg)
127" (323 cm)
88" (224 cm)
2,310 lbs (1,048 kg)
127" (323 cm)
88" (224 cm)
1,950 lbs (885 kg)

All SideTool products and concepts are patented/pending. Engineered and manufactured in the USA.

Number of Discs
13
10
17
13
21
16

